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A Combined Hit Theory-Mlcrodoslmetric Explanation of
Cellular Radiobiological Action

Abstract

Hit theory is combined with microdosimetry in a stochastic
approach that explains the observed responses of cell popula-
tions exposed in radiation fields of different qualities. The
central thesis is that to expose a population of cells in a
low-level radiation field is to subject the cells to the poten-
tial for interaction with charged particles in the vicinity of
the cells, quantifiable in terms of the charged particle
fluence *. When such an interaction occurs there is a result-
ing stochastic transfer of energy to a critical volume (CV) of
cross section a, within the cell(s). The severity of cell
injury is dependent on the amount of energy thus imparted, or
the "hit size". If the severity is above some minimal level,
there is a non-zero probability that the injury will result in
a quantal effect (e.g., a mutational or carcinogenic initial
event, cell transformation). A microdosimetric proportional
counter, viewed here as a phantom cell CV that permits measure-
ments not possible in the living cell, is used to determine the
incidence of hit cells and the spectrum of hit sizes. Each hit
is then weighted on the basis of an empirically-determined
function that provides the fraction of cells responding quan-
tally, as a function of hit size. The sum of the hits so
weighted provides the incidence of quantally-responding cells,
for any amount of exposure $ in a radiation field of any qual-
ity or mixture of qualities. The hit size weighting function
for pink mutations in Tradescantia is discussed, as are its
implications in terms of a replacement for RBE and dose equiva-
lent.



A Combined Hit Theory-Mlcodoslmetric Explanation of
Cellular Radlobiological Action

V. P. Bond and M. N. Varma

I. Introduction; Definitions

By combining hit theory with microdosimetric approaches, a
stochastic theory is developed that explains observed exposure-
incidence functions, and absorbed dc i-response functions for
cells and organs, respectively. Terms used are defined as
follows:

An "agent" is a chemical, physical or biological entity or
substance that, when administered to biological systems (e.g.,
a cell, a population of cells, an organ), causes a biological
reaction or "effect". With ionizing radiation, the agent is
energy.

To expose cells means to place them in a charged particle
field of a strength defined in terms of the number of charged
particles per unit area per unit time, the fluence rate i>.
Exposure for a time tg results in an accumulated fluence
4>t£ = * of particles having passed in the vicinity of a
cell(s), and an associated probability that the cell will have
interacted with a charged particle, with a consequent transfer
of energy to the critical volume of that cell.

"Exposure" is defined as the amount of radiation "seen" by
a cell(s) during an exposure time of length tg, namely $.
This definition is conceptually similar to those provided by
the ICRU [1] in that it describes the amount of radiation in
the field (i.e., the amount in the vicinity of, and not
absorbed in, any given cell). It differs from the ICRU alter-
native definition of exposure, in that it is particle and not
energy fluence.

The cell critical volume (CV) is a non-anatomical volume
within the cell, the apparent mean diameter or "cross sec-
tion" CT of which can be calculated, and within which the macro-
moiecular sensitive target(s) must reside. The CV must be
"hi.r." by a charged particle and the hit must be of a minimum
size1 in order for the chance of an all-or-none alteration of
the cell (a quantal response) to be other than zero.

"Non-quantal" or "subeffective" damage is injury, the
seriousness of which increases continuously and monotonically

Either of the ralerodosimetrie quantitates lineal energy y,
or the specific energy z could have been used instead of
the less-committal "hit size". "Hit size" is the analogue
for stochastically-delivered agents, of "dose" for the
amount of agent delivered in a planned Fashion.



as a function of the amount of agent received (e.g., numbers of
DNA strand breaks for Injured cells; output of a hormone, func-
tional cells, enzymes, for an Injured organ). A quantal effect
or response Is a discrete change in a cell or organ, which
occurs only at or above a specific amount of non-quantal damage
and therefore of the corresponding amount of agent; is "all-or-
none" or "go-no-go" in character (i.e., it can be reproducibly
scored as either present or not present); and in general is not
reversible spontaneously. Examples of quantal effects for
cells are chromosome abnormalities, other cytologically-
definable changes, mutagenic or carcinogenic transformation and
cell death. Examples for organs are clinically characterizable
gross organ lesions, functional failure, illness of defined
degrees, or death of the host.

"Single cell" effects are those quantal effects that arise
from a single cell, such that the cell either dies within a
short time, is capable of proliferation for a limited number of
divisions only, or is capable of carrying the quantal altera-
tion through an indefinite number of divisions in the individ-
ual In question to cause a cancer or other proliferative
disease, or even into the offspring to produce an abnormal
Individual. Single cell quantal responses of principal inter-
est with respect to health effects in the human being exposed
to low-level radiation are malignant cell transformation, and
heritable change in reproductive cells which could become mani-
fest as biochemical or morphological defects in the offspring.

Organ effects are quantal responses in an organ due to
extensive anatomical or functional changes throughout the organ
such that the overall functional efficiency of the organ is
impaired, e.g., from radiation exposure, acute organ hypoplasia
or aplasia, severe skin lesions, vision-impairing cataracts,
sterility. Such effects from radiation derive primarily from
severe damage to or death of a large fraction of functional
cells In the organ, which constitutes serious non-quantal
injury to the organ. Vascular and supporting structure damage
may be involved directly with very large and particularly
chronic exposure. Quantal organ effects are not observed below
a large "threshold" amount of radiation exposure to essentially
the entire organ.

High-level radiation exposure (HLRE) refers to exposure of
a cell population or organ in a strong field in which essen-
tially all cells are hit at least once. Any further increase
in $ can then result only in additional (multiple) hits per
cell and a consequent increase in the average amount of energy
deposited in, and therefore harm and risk of serious conse-
quence to, each cell and the organ. In contrast, low-level
radiation exposure (LLRE) means exposure in a field such that
only a small fraction of the cells are hit. Accordingly the
frequency of multiple hits on the same cell is negligibly small
and only single-cell effects can be induced.



II. Exposure-Incidence vs. Dose-Response Functions

Fundamental to the approach proposed are the substantial
differences between exposure-incidence and dose-response func-
tions, which in turn hinge on the marked conceptual and opera-
tional differences between "exposure" and "dose". In Fig. 1 is
shown primarily the incidence of hit cell, IH,2 v s. the
exposure, <J>. Note that the initial part of the curve is essen-
tially linear, which is expected from the well known expression
in particle and nuclear physics,

IH " *tE5p - *ap, (1)

where a is the mean cross section of the cell CV, or the
average probability per unit * that a charged particle will
interact with the CV of a cell. That the initial curve must be
linear and without threshold can also be seen intuitively as
follows: With LLRE, the number of charged particles per expo-
sure is initially so few in number that no more than a small
fraction of relevant cells (i.e., cells capable of being trans-
formed and showing a quantal effect) are hit at all. Further,
essentially all such hit cells are involved in no more than one
encounter. As a result, with increasing exposure, it is only
the number or incidence of hit cells that can increase, and "not
the amount of agent per cell. Also, because cell-particle col-
lisions are stochastic in both time and space, the increase in
the number or incidence of hit cells per unit exposure is con-
stant.

With larger exposures, because of multiple hits per cell,
the slope of the curve for IJJ must decrease, with saturation
eventually at 1.0 (i.e., cells hit over cells exposed, or
Ijj/lg becomes essentially unity).

Also shown in Fig. 1 is the fact that *, which describes
the radiation field, is the independent variable, and that
absorbed dose to the organ [upper, linear part of curve marked
DT (organ)] is a dependent variable of the exposure, *. At
such large values of *, the absorbed dose to the organ or
medium also represents adequately the average dose to the cells
contained in the organ or medium.

However, note that with low exposures, the absorbed dose
ceases to be meaningful in terms of expressing the individual
or average hit size or "dose" to the cells [3,4]. Hy, the
mean hit size per hit cell, remains constant with either
absorbed dose or $ in the LLRE medium. This is expected since,
with stochastic interactions and single hits only, the mean hit

The number of hit cells, over the number of exposed
cells. The hit sizes for a given * cover a wide range of
sizes; the denominator, with LLRE, includes many unhit
(zero hit size) cells.



size cannot vary. Note the dashed error bars encompassing
HJJ, representing the extreme range of individual hit sizes.
HE, the mean hit size per exposed cell, is linear with *, as
1G absorbed dose to the organ at larger values of *. However,
Jig has little or no conceptual significance with respect to
the response of cells, since many "zero hit" cells are included
in the denominator. It is thus apparent from Fig. 1 tha';, with
LLRE and single cell responses, it is only * that is concep-
tually appropriate as the independent variable for IJJ, and
not any quantity representing cell or organ "dose".

In Fig. 2 is shown, schematically and not to scale, the
initial linear part of curve 1^ in Fig. 1, along with curves
for the incidence of quantally-responding cells, I-, for radia-
tions of different linear energy transfer (LET). Note that a
single curve suffices for Ig, for radiations of any LET.
However, the slopes of Iq for different LET radiations differ
because of different hit size spectra (see below). The linear-
ity of the initial part of the functions for Iq follows
because, with single hit kinetics, the hit size spectra must
remain constant with increasing *. Thus Iq/ly ™ust also
remain constant. The functions shown in the figure,

where P is the mean probability for a given LET that a hit
cell will respond quantally, indicates similarly that Iq/* is
simply the product of the mean probability that the cell will
be hit (5 ), and the mean probability per hit cell of a quantal
response (Pq)-

That I_ vs. the amount of radiation (in rads, as a mathe-
matically-correct but conceptually inappropriate surrogate
for <t>) is in fact initially linear in many if not all eukary-
otic cellular systems is shown in Figs. 3 [5] and 4 [6], for a
wide range of LET values. Fig. 4 is shown to emphasize that
even with very low-LET radiation, the initial slope can be
shown co be linear provided that a sufficient number of cells
is observed.

In Fig. 5 is shown the transition from LLRE where only <j>,
IH and Iq for single cell effects is appropriate, to HLRE
where either * or absorbed dose, and organ effects are appro-
priate (although single cell effects are of course also
observed with HLRE). Curve A is an entire curve for exposure
vs. incidence of Inactivated or killed cells, Illustrating the
initial linear single hit portion on which is superimposed the
multihit or "quadratic" portion commonly represented by

a surrogate for,

Iq - aD + 6D
2, (3)

Iq '= a'* +0'$
2, (4)



where a and B are constants. Although curve A is a "cellular
response" curve viewed from the cell population standpoint, the
same curve A is also an organ injury curve viewed from the
standpoint of organ failure and organ quantal responses (e.g.,
organ failure, with acute illness or death of the animal).
Similar curves are shown in Fig. 6, illustrating that, above an
absorbed dose threshold D t, f«»^ the fraction of quantally-
responding organs (curve B In Fig. 5 and Curve D' in Fig. 6)
increases monotonically with absorbed dose. Differentiating
curve D' yields curve D", which cannot be determined directly.
Both curves D' and D" represent the distribution of sensitivi-
ties of normal organs. Thus it is in terms of dose-fq curves,
and not exposure-I curves, that the sensitivity of organs or
cells is to be measured.

III. The Cell Analogue of the Organ Dose-f Function

In Figs. 2-4 are shown curves for the cell population
exposure * vs. IH and I-, with Iq being determined empiri-
cally by observations in cellular systems. Considering the
organ dose-organ f curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6, and that
cell "hit size" is the cell analogue of organ dose, one might
then expect the existence of a cell hit size-cell fq function
that might resemble in general organ dose-fq curves B and D

1,
for Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. If such a function could be
developed, then, in Fig. 2, Iq could be obtained analytically
from Iy, rather than empirically, simply by weighting each
individual hit size for any given IH (such as Ej_, Fig. 2) by
the probability of a quantal response for that hit size [7-11].

The type of curve expected is shown in Fig. 7, in which
curve A and B are the cell analogues, namely cell hit size vs.
cell f , and the derivative of this function, respectively, for
the organ dose-organ fq curve D' and its derivative D" shown in
Fig. 6. Note that the region occupied by the continuous organ
injury curve in Fig. 6 is represented in Fig. 7 by a hatched
area, "region of subeffective injury". This is represented in
this way because it is not presently known what type of cell
injury,(e.g., DNA strand breaks) leads to specific types of
quantal effects.

Before discussion of the use of a function such as A in
Fig. 7, and how it can be determined, it is necessary to dis-
cuss how <J>, IH and the hit size spectrum for a given * can be

f is to be distinguished sharply from incidence, either
Ijj or Iq • With fq, both the numerator and denominator
represent numbers of individual organs administered
nominally the identical amount or dose of agent, with the
numerator representing those dosed and responding
quantally. Thus there is no spectrum of hit sizes or
doses in fQ as there is with IJJ, and no "zero dosed"
individuals (except undosed controls, shown at zero dose).



measured. Because a hit in a living cell cannot be detected or
measured directly, IH vs. * can be measured only indirectly,
by means of mlcrodosimetric techniques [3,4,12,13]. A "micro-
dosimeter" is simply a proportional counter filled with tissue
equivalent gas and operated under reduced pressure so as to
simulate the CV of an actual cell. The instrument can then be
regarded as a physical surrogate or "phantom" for a cell or a
population of cells. If such an instrument is placed in the
beam with a population of cells, it will yield the incidence of
hit cells, IH. This can then be compared with the incidence
of quantally responding cells in the biological specimen
exposed simultaneously, to determine empirically Pq of Eq. 2,
the incidence of quantally-responding cells per unit hit cell,
equal to the mean probability that a hit cell will respond
quantally.

The mlcrodosimeter, because its cross section cr is well
known, also yields directly the total exposure E in terms of
the fluence $, as well as the complete spectrum of hit sizes.
Such a spectrum, for a given exposure E shown in Fig. 2, is
given schematically in panel a of Fig. 8. A spectrum for both
a low and a high-LET radiation is given. Also shown schemati-
cally in panel b of Fig. 8 is a cell hit size - cell f_, or
"hit size weighting function", shown in more detail in Fig. 7.
When each hit size for the spectra in panel a of Fig. 8 has
been weighted by the function in panel b, the spectra of the
incidence of quantally-responding cells shown in panel c of
Fig. 8 are obtained. The integral of these spectra provide,
for a single exposure point such as E^ shown in Fig. 2, the
total incidence of quantally-responding cells for the given
exposure. Since the curve for LLRE is linear, the single point
determines the entire initial curve. Thus the hit size weight-
ing function provides a means in principle of determining I-
from Ip, measured with a microdosimetric proportional
counter, in a field of any type or quality of radiation, or
mixture of qualities.

The estimation of the hit size weighting function, or cell
sensitivity function, though complex and adequate only with the
aid of a computer program, is straightforward conceptually.
Clearly any one quality of radiation provides only a character-
istic and limited range of hit sizes for single hits, and vary-
ing the amount of radiation of a given quality cannot change
that spectrum without compromising the present requirement of
single hits only (e.g., in Fig. 8, panel a, increasing the
exposure in the linear range, for low-LET radiation, simply
increase the area from that under curve B, to that under
curve B'. The hit size spectrum does not change). Hence the
full range of hit sizes can be obtained only by utilizing cel-
lular radiobiological data involving a range of radiation qual-
ities. Only the slope of the initial linear "absorbed dose-
response" curves is used (i.e., the amount of exposure is in
effect held constant, and only the radiation quality is
varied).



By reference to panel a, Fig. 8, it is seen that the spec-
tra for different radiation qualities, because they overlap,
provide multiple input information on the effectiveness per hit
size. The ratio of slopes ("RBE") values, from curves such as
those in Figs. 2-4, reflects the relative effectiveness of the
entire spectra. A hit size weighting function is first assumed
along with a value of a for the cell CV. Estimates of the
function and of a can then be refined, to the degree permitted
by the extent and quality of both the physical and biological
data available, by essentially an iterative procedure. Initial
approximations of the curve has been published elsewhere [14],
and such a curve is shown in Fig. 9. This curve must still be
regarded as not final, since additional biological and micro-
doslmetric data, particularly the variation of hit size spectra
with counter diameter and other characteristics, must be incor-
porated into the analyses.

IV. Discussion

The advantages of the approaches developed above are dis-
cussed, first in terms of recognizing that an exposure-Iq func-
tion is fundamentally different from a hit size or a dose-f
function, and then in terms of the cell hit size-cell f func-
tion.

In recognizing that exposure expressed as * quantifies the
number of potentially-hazardous agent carriers in the cell
environment provides a clear conceptual basis for exposure of
the individual to LLRE constituting only the chance or risk of
a cell being hit or "dosed" as a result of a stochastic or
"accidental" collision with a charged particle, rather than
actually being injured from the planned administration of a
"dose". It removes the idea, contrary to common sense, that
there is a substance or form of energy so toxic that "any
amount (dose), no matter how small, can be lethal", and
replaces it with the logical concept that it is only "any
amount of exposure, no matter how small, that carries some
small potential for an 'accidental' collision that, if severe,
could be seriously harmful" [i.e., small hits or "doses" of
energy to cells (or organs) are completely ineffectual in
causing serious or lethal damage, repair of such injury can
normally be complete, and only relatively large "hits" have any
significant chance of causing irreversible and serious
injury]. Exposure provides a ready and logical stochastic
basis for the "Ia « kljj - a* + 3*^" formulation common in
cellular radiobiology, which cannot be provided with functions
in which the amount of agent delivered to each individual is
the conceptually-correct independent variable.

With respect to the cell hit size-cell f- function and its
derivative curve (Fig. 6), it is in terms of these functions
that absolute and relative cell sensitivity should be mea-
sured. The usual cellular "absorbed dose-effect" functions



cannot be used for this purpose, at least in the LLRE range,
since a given absorbed dose of radiation represents, for dif-
ferent LET radiations, a changing mixture of numbers of hit
cells, hit sizes, and mean effectiveness/hit.

The hit size weighting function, in principle and for LLR
only, obviates the requirement for the use of RBE (i.e., the
different "LET's" become part of a single function for cell
response vs. the amount of energy transferred). By extension,
there is in principle, no requirement for a "standard" radia-
tion, a quality factor, dose equivalent or rem. Because
absorbed dose confounds several variables, the RBE is similarly
confounded and thus cannot be regarded as other than an empiri-
cal ratio.

The fact that "RBE" goes through a maximum with "LET" is
readily explicable using the present approach. With increasing
LET, the biological effectiveness per mean hit size initially
increases and dominates up to a saturation point of 1.0, even
though the number of charged particles involved per rad is
simultaneously decreasing. The number of paricles per rad con-
tinues to decrease beyond that saturation point. Thus, with
constant effectiveness per particle-cell CV collision above the
saturation point, the RBE must decrease.

The cell hit size-cell fq function permits one in princi-
ple to deal quantitatively with any "mixed field" of different
radiation qualities, with no requirement to have "absorbed
dose-response" functions and RBE values for the various LET
components involved. Rather, application of the "hit size
weighting function" to the hit size spectrum obtained for any
mixed field, allows one at once to determine Iq for any given
amount of exposure, $.
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Captions

Fig. 1. The relationships among the primary variable
expressing the amount of radiation involved in an exposure, the
fluence of charged particles *, and the incidence of hit (but
not necessarily trans formed) cells, Iy Note that the curve
is initially linear and without threshold, but saturates at
1.0, with large exposures. Also shown is the relationship
between the dependent variable absorbed dose as defined primar-
ily (i.e., Dj, or the average energy per unit mass of tis-
sue). Note that the mean "absorbed dose" to cells is a surro-
gate for (i.e., proportional to, • down to low doses, provided
that the "mean", Hg, includes unhit, or "zero 'dose'" cells.
Note also, however, that the hit sizes for individual cells,
HH, as indicated by the dotted line on either side of the
mean hit size for hit cells only, Hy, varies substantially,
but that the average hit size HJJ is initially constant with
either * or "absorbed dose", however defined. The letter "n"
on the ordinate indicates the locations of a curve similar to
that for the low-LET curve marked Hy, but for a higher-LET
radiation such as fast neutrons.

Fig. 2. Schematic exposure-incidence curves for the incidence
of hit cells Iy, and for those cells responding quantally,
I_, for radiations of different LET. The curves are without
threshold because, no matter how small the exposure of a
cell(s) in a field of charged particles, there is always a non-
zero chance that, a) a cell will be involved in an encounter
with a charged particle (curve ly), and b) the amount of
energy transferred will be large enough to cause a transforma-
tion or quantal response in the cell (all curves for I_). The
linearity is due to the fact that all encounters are stochas-
tic, as is the amount of energy transferred. Thus the proba-
bility of a hit and of a quantal effect per unit exposure is
constant, so that the incidence Iq must increase in proportion
to the exposure.

Fig. 3. Example of "dose-response" curves for quantal effects
in cells. Note that the initial part of all curves, for even
the lowest-LET radiation, are linear and without threshold [5].

Fig. 4. A plot of the same type of cell response curve shown
in Fig. 3, but plotted on log-log coordinates to show that,
when enough cells are scored, the expected initial linearity is
in fact seen. The biological system used in pink mutations in
the stamen hairs of Tradescantia, of which only the distal 2 or
3 cells are mutable [6].

Fig. 5. Schematic plots, curve A for the incidence of cell
death vs. the amount of radiation expressed as exposure, and
curve B for the fraction of failed or quantally-responding
organs due to organ cell population depletion from cell death,



as a function of the amount of radiation expressed as absorbed
dose. The transition zone is from single cell injury or death,
to cell population depletion and thus organ injury, to organ
failure and death. It ic in this transition zone that "expo-
sure" expressed as the total energy concentration in the envi-
rons of the organ or its cells begins effectively to equate to
both mean cell "dose" and mean organ dose, because all cells
are hit at least once and thus added hits/cell can only
increase the mean dose/cell, and organ.

Fig. 6. Typical pharmacological curves for the severity of
organ injury, curve Ej and the probability of an organ quantal
response (curve D f ) . Curve E is also that for the incidence of
killed cells, causing the organ damage. Curve D" is the deriv-
ative of curve D', and represents the normal distribution of
organ sensitivities that cannot be observed directly (i.e.,
other than by differentiating the observed integral curve, D').

Fig. 7. Schematic plot of the cell hit size-f- function,
curve A, or the "hit size weighting function". The region of
subeffective cell injury is cross hatched to indicate that no
assumptions are made in developing curve A, with respect to the
type or amount of subeffective cell injury responsible for a
given type of quantal cell effect. Curve B, the derivative of
curve A, represents in principle the distribution of sensitivi-
ties of normal cells.

Fig. 8. Hit size spectra, determined by microdosimetric tech-
niques for a low- and a high-LET radiation (panel a). In panel
b is shown a "cell 'dose'-cell quantal response" curve, or a
"hit size weighting function", described in detail elsewhere
[1-5]. When the spectra in panel a are multiplied by the curve
in panel b, the spectra of quantally-responding cells shown in
panel c, for the low- and high-LET radiations, are obtained.
The area under the spectra then provide the total I_ for a
given exposure, such as exposure Ej In Fig- 2. The single
point Ei then defines the entire initial curve for the fluence
vs. the incidence of quantally-responding cells.

Fig. 9. Estimate of the cell hit size-fq function for Trades-
cantia stamen hair cells. The insert shows a threshold at
about 0.4 keV/um. Adjustments to the curve may be made when
additional radiobiological and mlcrodosimetric data become
available.
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PROBABILITY OF A PINK MUTATION
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